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Maine Day Set Leads Well Taken But Performance Irregular
In Maine Masque's Presentation Of 'Claudia
For May 15
By Freda Flanders
Able performances by the leads but
irregularity in the quality of some
parts of the production characterized
Maine Day is back! At a joint the Maine Masque Theatre's presentameeting of the General Student Senate tion of "Claudia" this week, the final
last Tuesday it was unanimously voted offering of the current season.
to renew the traditional campus "Claudia"—Trivia with Overtones
of Life—requires only a willing ear
"spring house-cleaning" day with
on the part of the audience, but great
Maine Day set for May 15 this year.
subtlety and skill from the players.
A faculty-student committee com- This is first of all an actress's play,
prised of Prof. Maurice D. Jones, and rests cheifly on the ability of
chairman, Philip J. Brockway, J. Car- Claudia herself to carry it along. Of
rol Dem ,ey, Prof. Roger Clapp, Dean primary interest is the development
of Claudia's character from a naive
Edith G. Wilson, Dick Pierce, Franand irresponsible young child-wife to
ces Donovan, Wentworth Schofield, a mature woman who can understand
and Bud Leonard has drawn up plans and accept what joys and sorrows life
for two "work periods." Students will has to offer. The story is lightly told
be requested to volunteer to work and must be deftly handled to keep
from becoming forced or ponderous.
either in the morning from 8:30 to
FIRST ACT LACKING
11:30 or in the afternoon from 1:00 to
The first act was mediocre and
4:00. Off-campus students may sign lacked spontaneity. The lines were
up for work with members of the com- too studied, and the scenes on the
mittee. Some entertainment program whole were not convincing. Because
may be planned for Saturday night. of the very nature and furction of the
first act, that is, introductory and descriptive, its progress needed to be
DECOUFICY, HARISN, HIGGINS
swift and brilliant to support the somewhat inconsequential dialogue. Un
fortunately it was neither.
The second act hit the pace with zest.
The lines were read nimbly and efforlessly, and each character made the
Fire from an undetermined cause most of the situation. While she was
Scabbard and Blade, hiniorary
starting near the chimney destroyed there, the stage belonged to Madame
the ram pasture of the Alpha Gamma Daruschka (Gwen Cushing), who set
military society, will hold its annual
Rho house Saturday afternoon at about the mood for the scene. For gusty diabanquet and dance this Saturday
five o'clock, and water damaged other logue and sly innuendo given with unnight at the Penobscot Valley Counparts of the house. The Orono fire restrained verve, this was the highMr. and Mrs. E. B. White, well- try Club. It will be the last official
department quickly averted another light and was the most enthusiastically
known authors, were guests at a meet- function of the society for the duradisaster by preventing the flames from received by the audience.
ing of the Contributors' Club, Sunday, tion. Dinner will be served at 6
spreading to the lower rooms.
CLAUDIA BEST IN LAST ACT
April 25, in the Balentine sun parlor. p.m. and dancing begins at 8:00.
Seven students had residence there, The tenseness and sudden shifts of
Following the business meeting, which Sammy Saliba's orchestra will furthree of whom were in the house at the mood in the last act were the greatest
was presided over by Margaret Hea- nish the music.
time of the fire. Men from nearby challenge to the actor's ability, calling
ton, president pro trm, the program
Guests will include all alumni
fraternity houses warned the three of for restraint to prevent the play from
consisted of the reading of original Scabbard and Blade members, memthe file and attempted to go to the bogging down in sentimentality and
short stories by student members of bers of the military department, and
third floor, but the flames had made too bathos. Here Claudia was at her best
the club. Frances Ann Sheehy read Honorary
Lieutenant Colonel Joyce
great a headway. Loss was decreased and most convincing.
"Story Without End," Hughene Philby the active assistance of the Phi
Dayson DeCourcy gave his usual lips read "Memory Trace," and Fran- R. Iveney. Prof. and Mrs. Benjamin Ketn and Prof. and Mrs. Harry
NI us and students from other frater- good performance, as David, Claudia's
ces Higgins read "Downhill Race." D. Watson will be
the chaperons.
nities in getting belongings and water long-suffering husband, sustained and
The reading was followed by a general Miss
Iveney, Major Herbert S.
out of the house. Only three windows finished throughout. Claudia herself
discussion of short story and editorial Ingraham, and Cadet Captain
Richwere broken, and sleeping accommoda- (Ruth Higgins), while getting off to
writing in which Mr. and Mrs. White
ard Pierce will be the banquet
tions, beds and bedding, and stored a poor start in the first act, found
took part.
speakers.
luggage were lost,
herself in the second, and from then
Faculty members and their wives
I
greater
inshowed
progressively
The Alpha Gamma Rho house, a on
present at the meeting were Dr. and
former faculty home, was adequately sight and grasp of the role.
Mrs. Milton Ellis, Dr. and Mrs. Lloyd
insured, and the personal belongings I The part of the Englishman was unFlewelling, Dr. and Mrs. Albert M.
of the members were also insured.' comfortable and difficult, and Ed FalarTurner, Mrs. Mary Crandon, Prof.
Plans are being considered by the ! dean seemed slightly ill at ease in a
Cecil J. Reynolds, and Prof. Walter
Jane
British
accent.
!mustache
and
the
propwhich
controls
Alumni group
Whitney.
erty for making repairs since in a case Harley as Mrs. Brown did not quite
realize all the possibilities of the role. Students attending the meeting were
like this a priority can be had,
A University Memorial Service for
Three of the house members are A review would not be complete with- Anne Ring, Margaret Heaton, Priscilla Loring, Hughene Phillips, Fran- University of Maine men, both alumni
staying at a private home at 120 Oak out a word about Pauline Forbus'
Street, three at Phi Mu Delta, and one , portrayal of Bertha, a performance ces Ann Sheehy, and Frances Higgins. and undergraduates, who have died in
E. B. White is a prominent figure the present war will be held in the
at Lambda Chi Alpha. The furnOl- which was sympathetic and commendin the literary field as the editor of Memorial Gymnasium on Sunday, May
able.
ings are being stored.
"One Man's Meat" in Harpers. He 16, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon. Aris a frequent contributor to the New rangements for the service are being
Yorker which he helped to start. One made by the men's and women's stuof his best known short stories is dent government organizations and the
"They Watched Their flocks by Maine Christian Association.
Night." His most recent book is the
President Arthur A. Hauck will be
"Sub-treasury of American Humor." the speaker and will pay individual
Mrs. White is a member of the New tribute to each man. Special music
Miss Ruth Draper, ititernationally Pretation. She writes her own sketch- Yorker's
editorial staff.
will be provided by the combined glee
famous actress and monologuist, will es.
clubs and the University orchestra.
In
recognition
of
her
ability
she
was
present a benefit performance of origiUniversity alumni and relatives and
nal monologues at the University on awarded, in 1941, the honorary degree
friends of the men being honored in
Thursday, May 6, in the Women's I of Doctor of Fine Arts by the Unithe Memorial Service will be invited
Gymnasitun in Alumni Hall at 8:00 versity.
to attend.
The
proceeds
of
Miss
Draper's
benep.m. Admission will be 50* each, 25f
The Bates Bobcats will furnish the
fit performance will go to the Univerfor students of the University.
music at the formal Junior Prom,
Miss Draper, who is returning from sity Emergency Service Committee to which will be held in the Memorial
a tour of Canada, will give several be used in war relief. Tickets will be Gym tonight from eight to one o'clock.
performances in Maine. She will ap- sold only to the capacity of the hall The gym will be decorated with pine
pear before the soldiers of Dow Field,, and will be on advance sale in the and evergreens as it was last year.
Bangor, the Presque Isle Air Base, Bookstore. Although she ordinarily
Dr. and Mrs. E. Reeve Hitchner
and the Houlton Air Base as well as receives a large fee for her perfor- and Prof. and Mrs. Stanley A. WalThe follow ing lost articles has e
mances, Miss Draper generously ofat the University.
lace will be the chaperons. Dr. and
been turned in at the registrar's office
fered to contribute her services withAppearing professionally as a monoMrs. Arthur A. Hauck, Dean and Mrs.
out cost providing the University
loguist first in 1911, Miss Draper has
Arthur L. Deering, and Dean Edith and can be claimed upon identification
would charge nominal admission and
by the owner.
toured the world with her perforG. Wilson will be among the guests.
make all proceeds available to war remances, appearing in Asia, South
The committee in charge of the
Seven fountain pens, bottom half
lief.
dance is as follows: Frank Squires, of fountain pen, fountain pen with nonAfrica, Europe, South America, Australia, and New Zealand. In 1918 she
chairman; Bob Nutter, Clarence Mcmatching cap, fountain pen point, founspent seven months giving perfor- The annual Spring Retreat of the Intire, Dolly Lamoreau, and Mildred tain pen in leather case, ten eversharps,
mances at AEF camps in France. In Maine Christian Association will be Wooster.
three pins, large fancy brown button,
1928-29 she appeared for eighteen con- held Sunday, May 2, during the afterthree rings, four keys, red key case
secutive weeks at the Comedy Thea- noon and evening. The meeting is
containing three keys, zipper pull,
tre, New York City. She is famous open to cabinet officers and all memtie clasp, man's Waltham watch with
for her superb characterizations and is bers of the association.
monogram MSB on back, string of
considered among the world's leading
The group will leave the MCA
pearls, five negatives left by mistake
performers in the difficult art of monobuilding at 2:30 to go to the camp
Commencement invitations may go in office 135 Stevens.
logue acting.
site on the Stillwater River. Reports on sale at the Treasurer's office before
Pendant, chain and pendant, goldAWARDED DEGREE HERE
of the year's work and a discussion of May 10, the previously announced colored evening bag containing comb
Miss Draper's repertoire includes plans for the summer and fall terms date, according to an announcement by and lipstick, brown change purse con36 monologues with a cast of 57 char- will comprise the business of the meet- Richard M. Pierce, chairman of the taining seven cents, pair gold-rimmed
acters. Her performances run the ing.
Commencement Week committee, this glasses in black case with name
gamut from high comedy to deep huThose wishing to attend should make week. Further announcement will be F. E. Morrow, Optometrist, Camden,
man tragedy with an intense feeling reservations at the MCA building by made on the bulletin board in front of Maine; brown glasses case with name
for human nature and realistic inter- noon, April 30.
the Bookstore.
Donald F. Preble, Optometrist, Bath,

Students Requested
To Sign Up For Work

Alpha Gamma Rho
Damaged By Fire
Last Satuclay

Three Seniors, Eight Juniors Named
All-Maine Women At Annual Banquet
•
Mrs. A. L. Deering, Mrs. Mary Crandon
Summer Students
Register May 5, 6
Registration for the summer term
for students in the college of arts
and sciences will be held in departmental offices Wednesday, May 5,
Thursday, May 6, and Friday, May
7, Acting Rean Roy M. Peterson
said today.
It is important that all students
who expect to begin the summer
term June 7 register promptly and
list their courses on the juniorsenior registration card. Besides
this registration card, the student
should fill out at this time one program card. These should be brought
by the student to the office of the
dean of the college where they will
remain until June 7 when they will
be called for. The student will not
need to present his registration card
to a sectioning committee.

E. 8, Whites Guests
Of English Club

Maine's War Dead

To Be Honored
At Special Service

Ruth Draper, Monologuist
To Give Benefit Performance

Bobcats To Reign
At Prom Tonight

Whitten Elected
Interirat Prexy

John Ct hit tin of l'hi Eta Kappa
was elected president for the corning year at a meeting of the Interfraternity Council Tuesday night.
Clarence McIntire, Alpha Tau
Omega, was elected vice president, and Leon lit bite, Phi Mu
Delta, was elected secretary.
John Creed, Kappa Sigma, and
Eserett Ingalls, Beta Theta Pi,
were named members of the Executive Committee. Elected to
the assembly r1,111 lll I ltee were Carreit Swim l'hi 1.arnma Delta,
John Suminsby. 'sigma Alpha Epsilon, and Philip Sweesser, Sigma
Chi.

Lost Articles From Buttons To
Watches At Registrar's Office

Pierce Announces
Invitations Sale

11

Made Honorary Members By Society

Three senior and eight junior women were honored last night
by election to membership in the All-Maine Women Society, highest
non-scholastic honor accorded to women students. At the same time
Mrs. Arthur L. Deering, wife of Dean Deering of the college of agriculture, and Mrs. Mary Perkins Crandon, instructor in English,
were named honorary members of the society.

A surprise feature of the banquet president of Panhellenic Council. She
program at Estabrooke was the gift is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi
by the All-Maine Women to Dean sorority.
Edith Wilson of two University of
Priscilla Loring majors in English,
Maine commemorative plates. Pres- is a dean's list student, and holder of
entation of the gift was made by Betty a University scholarship. She has been
Price, president. The plates, contain- active in the Contributors' Club. This
views of Stevens Hall and the Univer- year she was elected to Phi Kappa
sity Library, were given Dean Wilson Phi and Phi Beta Kappa, scholastic
in appreciation of her work as adviser honorary societies.
for the All-Maine Women of which
Lois Savage is majoring in home
she is an honorary member.
(Continued on Page Poor)
New students elected to membership
are: Seniors: Mary Hempstead, Priscilla Loring, Lois Savage; Juniors:
Mary Billings, Olive Bradbury, Helen
Clifford, Priscilla Hopkins, Joan Manwell, Esther Randall, Frances Sheehy,
and Ruth Troland.
DEFENSE LEADER SPEAKS
Mrs. Deering was named an hon3,
orary member in recognition of her
long friendliness and helpfulness
The Reverend G. Ernest Lynch, min- among the women students and because
Doris Dexter was elected secretary
ister of the First Unitarian Parish of she has had three daughters who be- and Louise Eastman was elected treaPortland, Maine, will be the guest came members of the society. Helen surer at a meeting of the Panhellenic
speaker at the annual baccalaureate Deering, a senior, is at present a mem- Council, Tuesday afternoon. Plans
service at the University of Maine ber; Mary, of the Class of 1938, and were made for an intersorority meetCommencement program, Sunday, May Marjorie, of the Class of 1940, were ing Monday evening, May 3, which
23.
previously members. Mrs. Crandon, will take the place of the annual PanMr. Lynch is a graduate of Duke member of the English department hellenic banquet.
University and Harvard Divinity since 1937 and an alumnae of Maine in
The joint meeting of all sororities
School. He has held pastorates in 1923, was named to honorary member- will be held at 7 p.m. in the North
the Second Congregational Church ship in appreciation of her work with Estabrooke recreation room.
(Unitarian), Marblehead, Mass., and women students as an adviser and her
Dean Edith G. Wilson will be the
the First Parish in Portland.
service on the University committee
guest speaker, and Mary Hempstead,
As a member of the board of direc- for women students.
retiring president of the Panhellenic
tors of the Portland YMCA,Pine Tree
At the banquet, Mrs. Donald Pay- Council, will be toastmistress. The
Council, Boy Scouts of America, and son of Portland and Augusta, director presidents of the five sororities wil'
children's service bureau he has been of the Citizens' Service Corps of the report on the achievements in war
an active participant in young people's State Office of Civilian Defense, was work and philanthropic work by the
work. He has served as chairman of the guest speaker. Dean Edith Wil- respective sororities. Music and drathe committee on social education and son also spoke on the program as did matic entertainment will be furnished
action for the Maine Council of Doris Bell, a sophomore, and Frances by the sororities.
Churches and has served as a member Sheehy, a junior.
New sorority presidents speaking at
of the three-man board of arbitration MEMBERS HAVE BEEN ACTIVE
the meeting will be Esther Holden,
of the South Portland Shipbuilding
Mary Hempstead is majoring in Alpha Omicron Pi; Olive Bradbury,
Corporation. He is widely known as home economics. She has been a Chi Omega; Arletta Thorpe, Delta
a weekly commentator on the pro- dean's list student, member of the Delta Delta; Connie Carter, Pi Beta
gram entitled "News on the Religious YWCA, and active in the Maine Phi; and Marie Haines, Phi Mu.
Front."
Masque. She has been a leader in Priscilla Hopkins, Chi Omega, will
University radio work and served on ,Ispeak as the new Panhellenic presithe Prism board. This •year she was

Lynch Will Speak
At Baccalaureate
Scabbard And Blade Service, May 23

Authors Speak
To Contributors Banquet Saturday

Number 23

Mame , smoked di.rw ing set tound
after Wingate fire; dress belt.
Woman's brown pocketbook, two
handkerchiefs, seven pairs women's
gloves, two right-hand women's gloves,
three left-hand women's gloves, four
pairs men's gloves, right-hand man's
glove, left-hand man's glove, four
pairs mittens, three left-hand mittens,
ten scarves, two slide rules, threesided rule, two loose leaf notebooks,
portfolio, ski cap, military overseas
cap, military belt with initials G. P.,
freshman tie and cap.
TEXT BOOKS FOUND
The United States Forest Policy,
Laboratory Manual of Organic Chemistry, Introduction to Psychology,
ROTC Manual—Coast Artillery, Spiral Composition Notebook, ROTC Infantry Manual, General College Chemistry, Engineering Drawing, Introduction to American (iovernment,
and timely notes notebook.

Panhellenic
Names Officers
Joint Meeting May
Dean Wilson Speaker

Lydgate Junior Day Speaker
At Assembly This Morning
William A. Lydgate, editor of the Gallup Poll, spoke on the
topic "Public Opinion on the Post-War World" at the annttal Junior
Day assembly held in Memorial Gymnasium this morning.
• Alfred Hutchinson delivered the
!president's address for the Class of
1944, and the prayer was given by
Dayson DeCourcy, class chaplain.
Richard Chadwick, chairman of the
Junior Day committee, presided over
the assembly, and President Arthur
A. Hauck spoke for the University in
introducing the speaker.
Mr. Lydgate's wide experience in the
measuring of public opinion enables
him to speak with authority on the
prospects of public opinion trends after
the war. His observation is that
! American public opinion sometimes
gets ahead of national leaders.
'AMERICAN PEOPLE THINK
When the Gallup Poll began, there
were a large number of students of
gotTrnment who believed that the
average man was inclined to be completely emotional in his thinking on
problems of the day, that the average
WILLIAM A. LYDGATE
man was only interested in his own
welfare of that of his particular group
or section of the country, and that he
Make-up classes in women'a
was a "band-wagon rider," anxious to
gym will be held 1111 llonday, trim his opinion to the prevailing wind.
May 3, and Thursday.. May 6, at
Mr. I.ydgate, on the other hand, by
7:00 and 800 p.m. in Alumni sampling public opinion through the
Gallup Poll over a period of years
Gym.
finds that instead of showing selfishness
WAA Council keys may be orand short-sightedness and instead of
dered in the Office of Physical "following the leader," the American
Education this week.
people have generally been far ahead
of tradition-minded politicians. AnThe deadline lir all material other result of the Gallup Poll is that
for the new Freshman Ilonilbooh if majority opinion had been acted
will be Ma. I, it was
upon more often or more quickly,
bv Ilarriett steinmett. editor-in- many of the international headaches
might have been avoided.
chief.
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Sun Burned Coeds
Create New Fad
On Maine Campus
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A. C. P's Correspondent Reports horn Washington'

By Frances Higgins

Dos Par,.itti, Franz Bork,. It did
BOOKS IN THE FLAMES
Include millions of copies of "Mein
ooks
at
WASHINGTON—(ACP)—B
Well, sun-bathing time is here, or
National Advertising Service, Inc.
Pissociated Collet5iate Press
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least
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The "Kulturdirecktion" of the Nazis
Distributor of
two network on Monday, May 9, at 10 It has been a part of the average coed its books are the heart of every camL.tc•c0 • MOM. • LOS ASSSLIS • LOA MIAOW* screen Alice Faye's first picture in
the blitz. The Louvain librafollowed
college
a
many
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insignia
The
very
much
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it
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and
Garfield
conversation,
EWT.
Station
o'clock,
years. It's the same old story of Barthe role taken by Robert Taylor I Feu of the varied assortment of pink shows an open book signifying light, ry in Brussels was destroyed. French
Nob
trays
versus
Faye)
(Alice
Coast
bary
curiespoar
other
all
Address all business correspondence to the Business Manager,building. Telephone
wisdom only man can libraries, bookstores, and newsstands
Hill (Lynn Bari) with John Payne in the MGM movie produced last year. arms and legs and red faces seen here learning, and the
deuce to the Editor-in•Chiet. Office on the third floor. M.C.A.
campus. If the weekly pass from mind to mind. Books are a were pillaged by Gestapo agents to
about
there
and
extension 51.
gives
really
Faye
Miss
inch.
prize.
column
the
per
as
cents
rate: 50
Subscription: per year. Advertising
Maine. Printed at the
for which we "prepare the transfer of literary, artisEntered as second•elass matter at the post office. Orono,
out on the songs and the movie looks "Air Force," claimed to be the best snowstorm hasn't been too drastic, sytnbol of the freedoms
tic and cultural treasures from the
University Press. Orono.
red
brick
fight.
appearance,
half-baked
that
heroits
for
entertainment.
has
like some good
aviation film to date,
vanquished to the victorious country."
the
-Chief
for
the
day
monitors
on
Editor-in
other
white
The
winter
and
side
one
on
ine a Flying Fortress named "Mary
SAM COLLINS
Business Manager "Slightly Dangerous" may have been Ann." It is dedicated to the simple other side of the face will be quite Federal Communications Commis- In Paris, the Gestapo went front bookRAYMOND D. JONES
sion picked up a Berlin broadcast store to bookstore with a list of conprevalent this week.
just as the title suggests for any of the and excellent purpose of showing how
praising Adolf Hitler, he of the im- demned books to be seized within 30
are
women
Maine
its
among
all
has
most
and
While
fight
airmen
S.
U.
life
their
in
girls who allow the men
penetrable prose style, as a lover of minutes under threat of severe penalty.
camthe
across
Tobias,
sauntering
George
or
strolling
Ridgely,
John
to see the picture unchaperoned. Lana crew
* ••••
good
books.
balmy
these
Its
pace
Carey.
slower
a
at
pus
Turner really turned on her charm, John Garfield, and Harry
24, the Library of ConOn
April
a
of
lot
equivalent
a
is
read
"To
scurry
by
Women
spring days, All-Maine
and it may take a few days to get the battles are not thrown together
good education," the radio voice said. gress in Washington will he 143
boys back to normal. This is purely some of the more imaginative cinema in and out through the usual mob
years old. Its 414 miles of bookResults of the American Opinion Poll published in last week's propaganda and should be taken as writers but are actual air battles, in- keeping an eye on their new chickens "It was Adolf Hitler who promoted shelves and 7 million books cover
this idea in Germany."
University
night.
that
Thursday
on
Kelshowed
Colin
of
hatched
just
whole
which
re-enactment
the
a
on
and
cluding
such.
Campus were not startling
The voice went on to say Hitler every branch of human knowledge
plans
ley's attack on the battleship "Haru- JAMESON PICTURED
of Maine students are in sympathy with the more publicized
"not only books on Na- and culture, every crackpotism and
sponsored
the
of
all
the John Garfield, "tough guy" of the na." The picture shows
Puzzled students are learning that tional Socialism but books on Ger- profundity.
for solving the present and post-war problems of America and
movies, enacts the title role in the excitement of air war in the Pacific the brunette basketeer in last week's
Sometimes visitors hesitate to enter
man poets" and until he did "there
world.
Screen Guild Players' version of the without any Hollywood glamour.
Collegiate Digest is Peg Jameson, were no good books in Germany."
the library. "May I come in?" they
now,
steps,
Sentiment was overwhelmingly in favor of "taking
freshman forward on the All-Maine
On May 10, the world will remem- ask the attendant at the door.
organbefore the end of the war, to set up with our Allies a world
! basketball team. And who might the ber how well Hitler loves good books. "Of course, come right in," the atthat
other gal be?
ization to maintain the future peace of the world." It appears
On that date in 1933, 25,000 good tendant says. "It's your library."
Isn't Maine wonderful! It really hooks burned in the square before the
That's part of what the war's about.
Maine students have little respect, at present, for isolationism.
It's to keep the flames front roaring
stems that way when the Colby Echo University of Berlin.
Bv Ethridge Burton Davis
We were surprised to find that 132 people, or 20 per cent, arc
comes out with feature articles on
A student barker stood by to shout at our library doors.
opposed to an attempt to eliminate discrimination against Negro(
With the 1944 national conventions more vociferous than potent. It is ' transportation problems to the hill. in the night as the books were cast GUNNING FOR THE POLL TAX
of,
in the United States.
less than 14 months away, interest in obvious that with the exception
Although they aren't saying much
The long bus ride to Bangor and back into the huge bonfire:
are no really strong
is nothing compared to the daily bus "Emil Ludwig—burned for liter- about it yet, the anti-poll tax CongressMiss Jean Whittet, associate secretary of the laine Christian the forthcoming presidential election Roosevelt there
increase. Recent statements vote-getters upon whom the Demo- trips out to Mayflower Hill and back ary rascality and high treason men have high hopes of getting legisAssociation, points out some of the trends shown by the poll with is on the
by the rival national committee chair- crats can rely for victory. Vice- I that Colby must make every day.
lation banning the tax in federal elecagainst Germany."
the comments which follow.
men have highlighted the jockeying President Wallace, Manpower Czar,EVENING GOWNS AGAIN
"Erich Maria Remarque—for de- tions through the House very soon.
been
has
thinking
good
very
of
lot
Stabilization
"The poll revealed that a
between the Republicans and Demo- McNutt, and Economic
A petition to draw the bill out of
It's evening gown time again with grading the German language."
s. • • • •
..ee requires
going on among students as to the problems of peace and recon- crats over convention dates, sites, and Director Byrnes have been mentioned, Junior Prom and house parties and one
the judiciary
but none has much popular appeal.
struction. The very strong conviction that men in the armed forces candidates.
The book burnings were sponsored signatures of 218 members. More
another coming up. The
after
thing
such as
should continue their interest and discussion of these issues was en- Frank C. Walker, Democratic chair- Despite recent comments, in the. Maine man seems to lake that bit of by Goebbels, the minister of "public than three-fourths of this number
signed already.
has called for a brief campaign those of Bill Cunningham
man,
glamour, too. This is the year for enlightenment." Other bonfires were have
couraging.
with the conventions held in the Boston Herald, that the solid South the Maine coed to shine, what with held at the universities of Munich, This is no trifling accomplishment.
seemed
poll
the
war'
'global
a
as
"Although this is spoken of
Few petitions for discharge of a comautumn, while Republican chairman is cracking and that the GOP may transportation problems and all pushing Frankfurt, Breslau, Kiel.
to indicate that many students still have their thinking orientated Harrison E. Spangler has charged that break through there next year, it the import out of the picture.
The lover of good books eventu- mittee have received signatures so
towards the Western nations, with little comprehension of the pow- this is an attempt to weaken the mi- seems likely that the South will remain The Salentine tennis courts are ally drove hundreds of writers from rapidly. One hundred fifty Congressthe line.
the Reich, among them Thomas men signed this one in three weeks.
erful forces which are being given expression around the world. nority party's chances by allowing Democratic all along
ready for use again. It is good tennis
activities.
campaign
for
OPEN
time
WIDE
race,
less
RACE
GOP
Negro
the
Mann, Arnold um] Stefan Zweig, If the pace continues, the bill may
meant
Many students assumed that `colored races'
weather right now. As soon as the
Alfred Doblin, Josef Roth, Ernst come before the House early in
race is a
FDR WILL RUN
Republican
BELIEVE
the
also
Currently,
are
who
groups
yellow
and
courts,
brown
the
the
off
melted
include
have
drifts
to
snow
and failed
moment wide open affair. In the forefront are
the
of
Jacob Wassermann. The May. And that would leave a full
Glaeser,
question
burning
The
colthese
business.
of
they should have loads
pressing toward self-realization and freedom. Although
of a good education" year and a half to get it through the
President Roosevelt three men: Wendell L. Willkie, the
"equivalent
not
or
whether
is
ored races far outnumber the white population of the earth, and the will seek a fourth term. Washington 1940 nominee; Gov. Thomas E. Dewey,
slid not include reading Ileinrieh Senate, where it died in filibuster
problems of racial, economic and political imperialism are closely correspondents and political analysts famed New York racket-buster; and
Heine, Ernest Ilemingvvay, John last year.
related, there was a good deal of complacency in facing the very in various sections of the country are Gov. John W. Bricker of Ohii.
real danger of racial conflict after the present war. Many thoughtful virtually unanimous in declaring that Willkie, a truly world figure and
will again be the exponent of global cooperation, still
people feel that 'race and politics' is the critical world issue under- the chief executive
Democratic nominee. However, a possesses a huge following among thi
lying the present conflict, and that the western nations must come to bitter battle is forecast at the convenrank and file of voters of both parties
terms with this problem. China. India, and Africa are fighting to- tion when the New Deal forces stack His weakness is that many regular "Latin America, Yesterday and To- LEWISTON, Maine— (ACP)— Usually students choose a subject
day for the same goals of freedom, independence, and equality of ' up against the Southern conservative Republican leaders distrust him because day" will be the name of a course to Burmese beggars, Boston's have-nots, with which they are familiar through
status as are the peoples of England and the United States. Prof. wing of the party, which has the he was once a Democrat and also be introduced at the annual summer black cats—name the topic and the actual experience. Thus a French girl
of Maine by
Liston Pope of Yale, chairman of the Commission To Study the support of former Postmaster-General because he has been an uncompromis- session at the University
' Bates college speakers' bureau will has talked on her school days in
of the dehead
Peterson,
M.
Roy
Dr.
Farley.
A.
isolationists.
to
James
western
propose
of
ing
foe
furnish a lecturer well versed in the France, a Negro student explained
Organization of Peace, has recently said: "If we really
partment of Romance languages and subject and eager to speak for no re- what the Negro thinks, and a thumbindicates that the
several
information
,
publicly
Inside
stated
better
has
had
Dewey
people
white
the
world,
the
throughout
extend democracy
of the session. The course
by
Southerners may place in nomination times that he will not be a candidate, director
turn other than the experience gained. nail sketch of Burma was offered
program
begin immediately to demand the safeguarding of minorities everyof a missionary who had
daughter
the
\V. Lee O'Daniel but a powerful "draft Dewey" move- will be one in an expanded
Senator
of
name
the
the
year
academic
the
Throughout
where, because they themselves will comprise a minority if a world of Texas, a vigorous Roosevelt foe ment might change his mind. Gov. of teaching, covering Latin-American bureau sends out undergraduates to spent most of her life there.
democracy is attained. The white man has been largely responsible who has the tacit approval of several Bricker has made a sensational record History, relationships and language. speak before organizations of the sur- Should an organization prefer a livefor the development of faith in democracy, and for teaching this faith Southern governors including specta- in Ohio where he has accumulated a Other courses in the Latin-America- rounding communities. Students who ly debate on a controversial issue of
Spanis promptare interested in gaining greater pro- current interest, the request
to the world. Can he rightly blame the peoples of the world if they cular young Gov. Ellis Arnall of large surplus in the state treasury, but Spanish field will be Elementary
students give
by Professor Marion
taught
Dramatics
Roosebe
to
ish
to
filled.
opposition
ly
exany
from
But
refrained
hi'
Georgia.
cautiously
has
lie
taught?'
has
he
press for the realization of the ideals
stock
velt in the convention should not be pressing his views on foreign policy Buzzell and Dr. John Klein, and two their services, the only requirements plays, feeling like troupers in a
"Many comments indicated that 'civilization' and 'education' considered too seriously as the and has made his theme one of econo- courses to be taught by Professor being that each must be a capable company when they arrive on the scene
are equated with our own standards in this respect, without regard Northern and Western sections of my and destruction of bureaucracy. Frances Arnold, in Second-Year Span- speaker who will not set his audiences to find no furniture available, exits in
to the cultures of other peoples which may be equally worthwhile as the party, along with the machine Bricker has support, it is alleged, ish and Conversation and Composi- yawning and nodding, and he must be the wrong places, no dressing rooms,
going up in
adequately and accurately informed and the makeshift curtain
bosses of Chicago, New York, Kansas from some of the nation's leading tion.
a contribution to the world family of nations.
hour.
are businessmen who regard him as a
an
and
Memphis,
Spanish
and
on
City,
emphasis
topic.
his
new
on
Jersey
The
City,
"Answers to the question on the repeal of the Oriental ExclitLatin-American courses is intended to
solidly behind the President.
second Coolidge.
sion Act showed the lack of information on this issue which is commeet the needs of teachers offering
WILLKIE HAS APPEAL
LACKS POWER
OPPOSITION
mon in our country. Under the quota system there would be no Indications, at present, point to An evaluation of the situation at instruction in Inter-American relaflooding of America with cheap labor, but only the admission of a Roosevelt's renomination in a conven- this early date is exceedingly difficult tions. The content of the new course
handful of Orientals each year, less than the number annually smug- tion where the opposition will be much as the picture in the Republican race' by Dr. Peterson will cover the backis very badly obscured. However, ground of the Latin-American nagled in each year before the war.
perhaps the strongest probability is tions and a study of their problem.
about
much
know
not
did
we
that
freely
admitted
us
"Most of
that the nomination will once again go The development of Mexico and tlik
Russia, yet were pretty suspicious of her. This suggests that there
to Willkie, who more than any other Argentine will be especially empha
is need for much greater information and understanding of a countr
Republican appears to combine the sized.
You'll thrill at the
that can no longer be ignored."
qualities of statesmanship, vigor, In the field of Spanish, recognition
and
young dresses
vision,
lively
of
Ian
breadth
that
of
and
courage,
of the growing importance
(All unsigned editorials are by the editor.)
whose wide interest in world politics guagc to the American people will IA
we have to show you
gives him a broader and more popular shown by offering classes to those who
in t nimble, lovable
appeal than that of the other candidates have had no previous training in the
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And right now is the
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sues of the 1944 campaign.)
is the time to treasure the course that
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Ruth
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Helen
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If you want the eyes of your prof to
College libraries this month an •
linger lovingly on your face...if you
30
April
for exhibition purposes exact
receiving
Friday
want his face to beam approval., then,
Junior Prom. Memorial Gym copies of drafts of the Declaration of
keep alluring, shining brilliant. Don't
May I
let bookstore labs rob your time of Saturday
Independence. Included is one never
Tau Epsilon Phi Vic
study hours.
before shown to the public.
Scabbard and Blade Banquet
Instead, budget your time. See the
The Library of Congress has asPVCC
at
Dance
and
first
dramatic difference after your
sembled these various drafts in ii
Vic
Kappa
Eta
Phi
quiz ... how gloriously it reveals all
book, 2000 copies of which it has
Phi Kappa Sigma Vic
the lovely sparkling intelligent anprinted, for distribution to libraries
Lambda Chi Alpha Vic
swers, all the natural brilliance of your
throughout the country. Historical
Vic
SAE
study hours.
notes on the evolution of the text of
Delta Tau Delta Vic
If you haven't tried studying lately,
the Declaration as adopted by the
2
May
Sunday
You'll be thrilled,
you'll be amazed.
Continental Congress July 4, 177(5,
Ion, by super-duper marks. For it 11:00 a.m. MCA Services at
the txxak.
complete
I.ittle 'Theatre
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Speaker,
ing embarrassing D's and E's the first
getting its first public showing was
Rev. Douglas Frazer
time you use it.
written by John Adams. It contained
Banquet
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Phi
Pi
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tofor
date
So, before you make a
made by him and Jefferson
changes
House
Bangor
night, select a book from your desk
2:30 MCA Annual Spring Retreat after a study of the first draft. Nine
assortment. Or, ask your roommate
texts in all are shown, six of which
Stillwater Campsite
for one Let the amazing magic of
May 6 are in Jefferson's handwriting. Two
this improved way of studying glorify Thursday
"official texts," one being the
sour rank and bring up your average. 9:30 a.m. Scholarship Recognition are
printed the night of July 4.
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Three State Meets Highlight Saturday's Sport Schedule
•

Reed, Roley Are
WAA Banquet Track Mentor
Maine Entries In
GolfChampionships On Wednesday

Pratt, Peckham
To Defend Titles
In Tennis Meet

Hurdle Hope

•
Imm""•••••"9 Maine Tracksters
:
• Favored To Take
BEAR
• Bowdoin, Colby
•
•
• FACTS • Riddled by the misfortunes of war,

•
•
••••••••••••••••••1•

Ily Dick Danforth
Maine's current contribution to the
the Bowdoin, Colby, and Maine track
nation's "gutta percha" game will play
Greatly pleased with the results of
teams get together Saturday at Orono
for individual Pine Tree State chamthe Boston trip, Coach Starr of the
for the annual state meet. All three
pionship titles Saturday at the Penobvarsity tennis team resumed practice
Maine Seals and other sports
By Bud Hale
colleges will be represented by a miniscot Valley Country Club. And repMonday to iron out a few weaknesses
awards
will
be
presented
to
UniverLast Saturday saw the return of the mum of veterans and a larger number
resenting the University of Maine
that were shown on the trip. The team
long-awaited spring sports week-ends of inexperienced men. Although this
will be Walter Reed, captain, mana- sity of Maine women for activity in
is now preparing for the state singles
to the campus, with the air around fact makes it hazardous to pick a winger, and coach of the 1943 Pale Blue team sports, individual tournaments,
and doubles championships, which are,
Memorial Gym filled with the noise ner, sources in Brunswick and Portgolf varsity, and Red Roley, newcomer and the health program at the annual
to be held on the Orono courts Saturof cheering spectators, the crunch of land have unhesitatingly named Maine
and number two man of the team.
day.
Women's Athletic Association Banspikes in the cinder track, and the a top-heavy favorite.
FORT FAIRFIELD'S
CLOSE BUT NOT QUITE
quet to be held on Wednesday, May 12,
smack of the horsehide as it hit the
The 46th renewal of the meet will
FAIRWAY STAR
Although the team was blanked by
in Estabrooke Hall.
willow. Phenomonal feats, feats that see Bates missing from the traditional
Harvard last Friday, the match was
Each man from Bowdoin, Colby, and
Helen Clifford, the incoming presihappen once in a decade in Orono, four-cornered rivalry. The meet had
much closer than the team score shows.
Maine will play 36 holes to decide the
dent of the WA A Council, will be
really gave the sunshine seeking originally been scheduled for the BobSeven of the nine matches went three
is
1943 champion, and each college
toastmistress. Iva Henry, the outcrowds their money's worth.
cats' Garcelon Field, but when Bates
sets, with Bert Pratt and Mal Pecklimited to two entries. Last year Reed, going president, will present chevYEARLING STREAK SNAPPED
officials announced that their athletic
ham providing some stiff opposition
Fort Fairfield's contribution to fair- rons, letters, and numerals, and Miss
Number one feat of the day was teams would play "informal schedules"
for the John Harvards.
way fame, took individual honors in Helen Lengyel, director of women's
the victory over the freshman track for the duration, the meet was switched
Things took a turn for the better
the Maine intercollegiate champion- physical education, will present several
team
by the combined teams of to Orono.
met
Boston
Univerwhen
the
Bears
ship held at Augusta.
RED LECLAIR
CHESTER A. JENKINS
Maine Seals, the highest athletic
Deering and South Portland. The
sity on Saturday. Relieved of the
Only a few who took part in last
With Reed and Don Griffee leading award given to women on the Maine
draft-ridden yearlings fielded their year's meet at Brunswick, in which
strain of playing the opening match
the way, the 1942 edition of the Pale campus. A plaque will be given to
smallest squad in many years, for Bowdoin edged out Maine for the
and playing under much more favorBlue varsity golf team had a highly the class which has accumulated the
less than a dozen men were on hand championship by a one-half point marable conditions, the Pale Blue had
successful season. Getting off to a largest number of points for participato meet the cream of the Portland gin, will be in the running tomorrow.
little
trouble
in
whipping
the
Terriers
shakey start, the gutta perchers tion in athletics. The new president
schools. Without delving into the The Maine and Bowdoin squads have
by an 8-1 count. Most of these matchdropped a State Series match to Bow- of the WAA Copncil will receive the
records, we venture to state that competed but once outdoors this spring,
es were taken in two sets, and BU
doin, 5-4, but on the New England president's star, and the other new
the last time a yearling team saw and Colby has not been tested at all.
received their lone point when the
trip came back strong to take Boston officers will be presented.
the wrong end of the score was back
Bears were forced to forfeit their
The Pale Blue trackmen won their
University 6-3. The following day a
Phyllis MacNeal is general chairin 1938, when South Portland only outdoor meet over Boston Colfinal match because of the time limit.
strong Harvard club almost swept
man of the banquet committee, which
teamed with Thornton Academy to lege last Saturday by an 83/3-511
/
2
TEAM STANDINGS
away the Maine opposition by a tune includes Helen Deering, program;
run the freshmen into the ground. margin. Chester Jenkins' squad capThe standing of team members on
of W2 to
Maine then won the two
Marie Rourke, decorations and seatIf anyone is still uncertain as to tured several first places but none of
Student
the Boston trip was Bert Pratt, No. 1;
remaining State Series matches, beating; Helen Clifford, awards; and
whether or not that was a P-40 flying the winning marks were outstanding.
Phil
Miller,
No.
Peckham,
No.
2;
Mal
ing Colby
to I and Bates 8 to I. Mary Frances Spangler, invitations
With
the
home
front
well
taken
care
Traditional college life will become
low along the track Saturday, you can However, Maine does appear to have
Maine's 1943 fairway varsity, com- and publicity.
more of a reality to the men engaged 3; Carl Kilpatrick, No. 4; Floyd of by three State Meets, Coach Bill
now toss aside your aircraft spotters' a fairly well-balanced team. Hamm
in the Army Specialized Training Pro- Smith, No. 5; and Jim Hastings, No. Kenyon's varsity baseball team makes
prised of Reed, Red Roley, Bep Morse,
guide. On flagging it down we found and Estabrook are expected to place
grain as two new rulings of the War 6. The first and second, third and its annual southern "debut" today and
Joe Ingalls, Bud Rourke, and Elmer
it to be Herb McKenley, Boston Col- in the distance events, Barber in the
Knowles, ran into stiff opposition on
Department go into effect, the OWL fourth, and fifth and sixth men paired tomorrow. This afternoon the Black
for the doubles matches.
Bear diamonders will be playing Rhode lege's colored sprint star, just out for middle distances, Leclair and Hadlock
their annual New England trip last
announced last week.
As yet it is too early for Coach Starr Island State, with Coach Frank Kea- another field day. This lad, who hails in the hurdles, and these two and Butweek-end, dropping matches to Boston
The first provides that the soldierto determine just what the team stand- ney as feature attraction, and to- from the West Indies, romped away ler in the jumping events. Bailey and
University and Harvard.
students may join fraternities if ining will be for the State Meet, al- morrow the "down-casters" meet with the honors in the 440, 220, and 100 Phillips are Jenkins' hopes in the dashNext week the Frosh baseball train
Boston University 7
vited to do so although, it was stressed,
Maine 2
yard dashes, his 9.9 seconds time in the es as John Radley is out with a bad
really swings into its schedule. The
(Confirmed on Page Four)
Northeastern in Boston for a twin-bill
there
is
no compulsion on the fraterSingles-Reed (M) defeated Car- club will play four more games. Next
latter event being the fastest ever seen leg. Dodge, Sawin, Butler, McIntire,
attraction.
gen (BU), 4 and 3; Jaquin (BU) de- Monday they take the field against nities to issue such invitations. The
in Orono. Unfortunately, as there was and Hutchinson will carry the Pale
Kenyon's roster for the southern
feated Roley (M),3 and 2; Treadwell Brewer and next Thursday Kents Hill second establishes a program of corn
a wind at his back, this time could Blue colors in the weights.
trip lists sixteen players. The Maine
(BU) defeated Morse (M), 7 and 5; will be the opponent. The week after petitive team sports within the Specialnot be entered as a record.
Johnny McGee's Bowdoin aggregaHere
What
Goes
ized
mentor
has
a
mound
staff
of
Gordon
Training
units
to
help
inculcate
White (BU) defeated Ingalls (M), next they wind up the season against
IRON MAN
tion opened its abbreviated outdoor
Tooley,
Al
McNeilly,
the
and
Dick
Palm"will
to
win"
and
to aid in physical
6 and 4; Green (BU) defeated Rourke Coburn and Dexter.
SATURDAY
On the diamond Bill Kenyon's track schedule by beating Bates Moner, and catchers Bud Lyford and Bert
conditioning of the men.
(M), 7 and 6; Taft (BU) defeated
10(k) a.m. Hammer, Javelin,
pastimers ran into a little difficulty day 76-58. All the running events
The regular first string lines up as
Murch, infielders Johnny Whitten,
Knowles (M), 7 and 6.
SPORTS WITHIN UNITS
Discus Throw
in the person of one Irving "Sheik" were shortened from the legitimate
follows: Garvin at first; Parsons or
Charley Markee, Charley Norton, Jim
Intercollegiate sports competition
(State track meet)
Foursome-Reed and Roley (M) Cervonne at second; Antell at shortKarelis. Handcuffed by the big outdoor distances, making it imposDonovan,
Meet
Meloon,
and
Don
Preswill
be
ruled out as the soldier-students
1:00 p.m. Field and Running
defeated Jaquin and Cargen (BC), stop; Hollet at third; and Chalmers.
New Hampshire portsider for the sible to compare performances turned
nell,
and
outfielders
Bob
Nutter,
Events
3 and 2; Treadwell and White (BU) Dieffenbach, and Yoeffe in the out- will not have time to train for or parentire seven frames of the opener, in by Maine's runners in the Boston
Windy Work, Leon White, Marlowe
ticipate in such events, but there will
(State track meet)
defeated Morse and Ingalls (M), 7 field.
the Bears watched helplessly while College meet. The Polar Bears will
Perkins, and Garry Speirs.
be plenty of scope for first-class com1:00 p.m. State Tennis
and 6; Green and Taft (BU) defeated
the Wildcats pounded Tooley and have Dobrow and Woods in the
Notis and Tuck are Coach Sezak's petition within the units themselves.
Tomorrow's double header with the Merchant for
Championships
Rourke and Knowles (M), 7 and 2.
15 hits and 13 runs. dashes, Hickey in the hurdles, and
two top hurlers, but Peachey, Dutton, Team sports will be limited only by the
Northeastern
Huskies
will
mark
the
1:00 p.m. State Golf ChamHarvard 7
Maine 2
The Kenyonites came back on the Woods and Branche in the middle disand Peterson will see action in the availability of facilities and equipment,
second
Saturday the Maine team has field for the nightcap
pionships
Singles-Reed (M) defeated Nye coming encounters.
with a burn- tances. Lewis, Senter, and Reed are
by the interest of the students, and by
had a twin-bill against New England ing desire for
(H), 7 and 6; Cameron (H) defeated
MONDAY
revenge in their Bowdoin's distance men, while Taussig
Parady will probably get the nod as the ingenuity of the instructors. SugConference opposition. And the BosRoley (M), I up; Ellis (H) defeated
4:00 p.m. Brewer High
hearts, but the same Sheik came and Taylor are the only weight men.
starting catcher, but Poynter has been gested sports include soccer, speedball,
tonian diamond nine, coached by Foxey
Morse (M), 4 and 3; Hallett (H)
School
back on the field to pull an Iron
The meet tomorrow will be Colby's
looking good behind the plate. Coach touch football, modified football, basFlumere,
may
prove
just
as
strong
as
defeated Ingalls (M),Sand 4; Arthur
(frosh baseball )
Man feat. This time he made first and last of the outdoor track seaSczak will probably use both a lot be- ketball, volleyball, and baseball a- is
New
Hampshire
was
last
Saturday.
(H) defeated Rourke (M), 4 and 2;
2:00 p.m. Old Town. Bangor,
things even tougher for the Bears, son. The Mules lost to Maine indoors
fore the season is over.
Flumere's 1942 contribution to the for the best they could do was rap two monws ago by a 75-42 score but
felt that these, in particular, are conMattanawcook
Tuckerman (H) defeated Knowles
national game ended up as Conference ,
ducive to the attainment of the pro(M), 4 and 3.
Academy
(Continua on Page Four)
(Continued on Page Four)
champions.
gram's four objectives:
(frosh track)
Foursome-Reed and Roley (M) Morse and Ingalls (M),6 and 5; ArThe Northeastern baseball nine will
defeated Nye and Cameron (H),3 and thur and Tuckerman (H) defeated "1) To develop those qualities, capaTUESDAY
probably line up with Ed Sakovitz at
2; Ellis and Hallett (H) defeated Rourke and Knowles (M), 5 and 4. bilities and reflexes associated with
3.00 p.m. Bangor Theological
first, Mike Azzcme at the keystone
first-class physical condition.
Seminary
"2) To develop in the soldier-stusack, Walt Hurley at short, and Bob
(frosh tennis)
dents certain fundamental skills essenOtenti at third. In the outfield, FluTHURSDAY
tial either to safety or to effective
mere has patch men Fred Pearce, Paul
TOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
4:00 p.m. Kents Hill
operations in modern warfare.
Cleary, and Gabe Conner. The North(frosh baseball)
"3) To instill in the minds and the
eastern mound staff is composed of
hearts of the soldier-students an agWill Shanon, a veteran of two camThere
gressive, fighting spirit.
paigns, Jackie Cunha, captain of the
TODAY
"4) To provide a sound, sane, and
Arlington high championship team last
4:00 p.m. Rhode Island
1wholesome counter-poise to the highly
year, and Russ Washburn, a Maine
(varsity baseball)
accelerated schedule of academic study
boy. Bob Johnson is the Huskies'
SATURDAY
that is involved in the specialized trainfirst-string backstop.
2.00 p.m. Northeastern
ing program."
(Two games)
STRESS MILITARY ASPECT
Wesleyan university has recently
HA N GOB
(varsity baseball)
Although it is expected that much of
been appointed a V-12 college in the
()ItONO
navy's training program. (ACP)
Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
(Confirmed on Page Four)
•
April 29-30, May 1
Thurs., April 2')
-HENRY ALDRICI I

Athletic Awards
To Be Presented

Kenyonmen Seek
Conference Wins
On Southern Trip

Soldiers To Go
Collegiate Under
New Schedule

Pastimers To Play
Rhode Island And
Northeastern Nines

ASTP Trainees
Eligible To Join
Activities

Bear Cub Nine
Opens '43 Schedule

On

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres

OPERA HOUSE

T

ND

GETS GLAMOUR"

Double Featut,

starring
Jimmy Lydon, Olive Illackncy
Starting Sunday for a full week

-THE FALCON'S
BROTHER"

May 2-3-4-5-6-7-8
Alice Faye, John Payne
Jack Oakie, I.ynn Bari
in

"HELLO, FRISuf
HELLO"

Geo. Sanders, Jane Randolph
Plus

--TRUCK BUSTERS"
Richard Travis, Virginia
Christie
Met ro News

In Technicoloi
Fri. & Sat., April 30, May 1

BIJOU
NG11111
Thurs. and Fri.
April 29-30
Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour

"THEY GOT ME
COVERED"
Starting Saturday for a
full week
May 1-2-3-4-5-6-7

"AIR FORCE"
John Garfield
This is the picture which Life
magazine says will be high
among the year's ten best hits.

Abbott & Costello in

"IT AIN'T HAY"
News-Cartoon-Novelty

Sun. & Mon., May 2-3

"CABIN IN TIIE SKY"
Ethel Waters & "Rochester"
News-Cartoon- -War Short

Tues., May 4

MARRIED A WITCH"
Fredric March, Veronica Lake
Cartoon-Comedy- Travelog

Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from
lot I
,I:ti,ies' Price, 344 to 5 o'clock
1 fl t, 11
.141,IWN ItAI NNW,"
•• •
NOW.,"
.0.41.4,0,1,

Maine Black BearsPluck Boston College Eagles
Maine 834 Boston College 514
Pole vault-Won by Brady (M)
220 yard dash-Won by Bradley
120 yard high hurdles-NVon by Le- Nagle (BC), tie for third between (D), Abercrombie (M), Eveleth (D).
, air (M), Jenkins (M), Kelleher Lobozzo (M) and Kelleher (BC). Time, 24.1 sec.
BC). Time, 15.5 sec.
Height 10' 3.
220 yard low hurdles-Won by
100 yard dash-Won by McKenley
16 lb. shot put-Won by Dodge Smith (M), Campbell (SP), Black
BC), Greehan (BC), Phillips (M). (M), Boschetti (BC), McIntire (M). (D). Time, 29.7 sec.
rime, 9.9 sec.
880 yard run-Won by R. Emery
Distance, 38' 10".
One mile run-Won by Hamm (M), 16 lb. hammer-Won by Dodge (D), Haggett (M), A. Emery (M).
ondoit (M), Joyce (BC). Time, (M) Sawin (M), Sposata (BC). Dis- Time, 2:11.3 sec.
446.7 sec.
tance 153' 2".
High jump-Triple tie between
440 yard dash-Won by McKenley
Javelin-Won by Hutchinson (M), Campbell (SP), Kierstead (SP), and
BC), Stewart (M), Perry (M). Nagle (BC), Frost (M). Distance, Black (I)). Height, 5' 1".
Time, 51.6 sec.
154' IPA".
Broad jump-Won by Jones (SP),
Two mile run-Won by Estahrook
Discus-Won by Boschetti (BC), Bowen (NI), Black (I)). Distance,
(M), Ambrose (M), Hamm (M). Dodge (M), Johnson (Id). Distance, 19' 2".
Time, 10:58.6 sec.
123' 1".
Pole vault-Won by Richter (M),
220 yard low hurdles--Won by Le- South Portland - Deering
tie for second between Campbell (SP)
clair (M), Hadlock (M), Kelleher
Com bi ticil 88
and Kierstead (SP).
(BC). Time, 27.3 sec.
Maine Fri...Innen 38
12 lb. shot put-Won by Davis
220 yard dash-Won by McKinley
120 yard high hurdlev--Won by Da- (SP), Mantel- (M), tie for third be(BC), Greehan (BC), Chapman (M). vis (I)), Campbell (SP), Murdock tween Eveleth (D) and Campbell
Time, 222 sec.
(H). Time, 19.9 sec.
(SP). Distance, 35' 8".
880 yard run-Won by Harris
Javelin-Won by Beaulieu (D),
100 yard dash-Won by Bradley
(BC), Barber (M), Perry (M). (D), Abercrombie (M), Eveleth (D). Campbell (SP), Bowen (M). DisTime, 2:03.7 sec.
tance, 141'.
Time, 10.9 sec.
High jump-Won by Butler (M), One mile run-Won by R. Emery
Discus-Won by Moffet (SP),
tie for second between Leclair (M) (D), Rice (D), A. Emery (M). Beaulieu (D), Bowen (M). Distance,
and Nagle (BC). Height, 5' 7/4".
Time 4 min. 52.4 sec.
94' 3'4".
Broad jump-Won by Killelea 440 yard dash-Won by Abercrombie
16 lb. hammer-Won by Rice (D),
(BC), Iladlock (M), Graham (M). (M), Boerke
), Jones (SP). Time, Beaulieu (I)), Davis (SP). Distance,
Distance 20' 7".
91' 6".
55.6 see.

'tfr
'I'M WRITING HOME Avow.
orow I WISH I COULD
GO DOWN TO THE
CORNER FOR A COKE
WITH THE GANG' ft,

"In his letter home, even a general
in Africa recalled happy moments
with ice-cold Coca-Cola. There's
something about Coca-Cola. Ever
notice how you associate it with happy moments? There's that delicious
taste you don't find this side of
Coca-Cola, itself. It's a chummy
drink that people like right-out-ofthe-bottle. Yes siree, Me only thing
like Coca-Cola is Coca-Cola, itsell:}
BOTTLED UNDER AuTNCORTY or Tat COCA•COLA COMPANy SY

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, Inc.
91 Franklin Street
Bangor, Maine

April 30, 1943
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Reverend Douglas Frazier
To Speak Here Sunday

Awards Given, Skulls Tapped,
Speaker At Assembly May 6

Herman Levesque
Drowned Saturday
At Basin Mills
Herman F. Levesque, 19, of Van
Buren, a freshman in the college of
agriculture at the University and a
pledge of Alpha Gamma Rho, lost his
life Saturday afternoon while attempting to swim ashore front a boat at
Basin Mills.
While rowing in an old boat with a
companion, Levesque lost an oar when
the boat started into swift water and
'attempted to jump to the abutment of
the bridge at Basin Mills but failed to
reach it. His friend, Lawrence Redman, swam ashore.
Members of the Penobscot County
sheriff's department conducted grappling operations for several days but
have failed to find the body to date.

Laura Jackman
Featured Soloist

Major W. M. Lask
To Leave Maine
For Fort Eustis

Prof. Herbert R. Brown of Bowdoin
College will speak, President Arthur
A. Hauck will announce awards of
scholarships and prizes, and new
Senior Skulls will be tapped at the
annual Scholarship Recognition Day
assembly, Thursday, May 6, at 9:30
a.m. in Memorial Gymnasium.
Seniors who have maintained an
average of B or higher will be named
when President Hauck announces the
year's academic honors. A representative of each honor society in the
University will be on the speakers'
platform.
Dr. Brown, English and American
literature professor, is the author of
The Sentimental Novel in America,
1789-1860. He taught English at Lafayette, Duke, and Columbia before
coming to Bowdoin.

The Reverend Douglas Frazier,
Major Walter M. Lask, who has
director of youth activities of the Unibeen the assistant professor of miliversalist Church of America at Boston,
will be the speaker at the MCA Sunday
tary science and tactics here for the
Sunday service on May 2.
past three years, is leaving the University of Maine to go to the ReplaceMr. Frazier, a native of New York
ment Training pool at Fort Eustis,
State, attended Cazenovia Seminary,
Virginia.
Syracuse University, and St. Lawrence University where he received
Major Lask graduated from the
his B.S. in 1932 and his B.D. in 1936.
University of Alabama in 1933 with
Harvard
at
work
He has done graduate
a reserve commission of 2nd LieutenDivinity School.
ant in the Coast Artillery. In 1936 he
became a Pennsylvania State PoliceMr. Frazier has held pastorates at
man and was associated with them
Henderson, New York; Caribou,
until lie came to the University of
Maine; and Malden, Mass. For two
Maine in the fall of 1940.
years he was Dean of the summer
institutes held at Ferry Beach in Saco.
Major Lask received his Major's
Voice students of Mr. James GorSince February, 1941, he has been
commission while at the University of don Selwood will sing excerpts from
the
of
activities
REV.
DOUGLAS
FRAZIER
youth
of
director
Maine in July of 1942. While here Mozart's sparkling opera "The Marrses.,;404 al MI AM/WC.Iledioft lAwdm: Cuem.wa.
Universalist Church of America. In
he has been coach of the rifle team.
riage of Figaro" in a recital Wednesthe
for
this office he is responsible
day evening, May 12, 17 North SteThe first place winners in the speech
youth program of the denomination.
vens.
15
The music for the service will feature
contest for Maine secondary schools
Arias, duets, trios, and ensemble
which was held Friday at the Univera solo, "With Verdure Clad" from
numbers will be presented and the
Three)
Page
on
(Continued
will
which
Haydn,
by
follows:
Creation"
sity of Maine were as
For 19143-44 story of the opera, with its many plots
"The
(Continued from Page Three)
be sung by Laura Jackman, soprano.
Serious reading, Geraldine Cabana
the weekly six hours of physical trainposies
blue
Pale
have been elected by and counterplots, will be explained.
officers
singles.
New
two
out
The anthem will be "God So Loved the
of Waterville who spoke "Until Charbig as well as consiaerable Saturday the five sororities on campus for the This opera is considered one of the
Officers elected by the 15 fraternities iot Conies Home"; humorous reading, to the Sheik.
World" from "The Crucifixion" by
three greatest opera comedies of all
James Gordon Selwood for 1943-44 were announced this week Ruth Comeau of Foxcroft Academy, A lot of credit also goes to bespecta- afternoon free time will be devoted to year 1943-44.
Stainer.
times and many of its charming meloEselected
has
Pi
Omicron
Alpha
acother
science,
and
skill
of
contests
directs the Chapel Choir and Stanley by the Dean of Men's office.
his
"The Jukes Family"; extemporane- cled Dick Palmer. Although
ther Holden, president; Ruth Troland, dies can truthfully be classified as
Murray is accompanist.
Alpha Gamma Rho
ous speaking, Howard Gotlieb of Ban- efforts were somewhat overshadowed tivities will not be neglected in the
comvice president; Natalie Curtis, secre- "popular" music. The cast, and
categories,
additional
program. Three
Horace DeWitt gor High School who spoke on the
President
plete program, will be announced in
by the amazing accomplishment of described by the War Department as tary; Barbara Smiley, treasurer.
Otto Wallingford
Vice-President
next week's Campus.
Raymond Amsden subject for all contestants in this ICarelis. Dick hurled a beautiful five- "aquatics, combativcs, and gymnastics
Secretary
Delta Delta Delta elected Arletta
Joseph Findlen group, "World Government"; origiTreasurer
grouped
inbe
to
are
but
courses,"
obstacle
and
Houghton,
nightcap;
Frances
president;
the
Thorpe,
in
ball
hit
One)
(Continued from Page
nal oration, George Wark of Caribou,
Alpha Tau Omega
vice president; Patricia DeWever, secClarence McIntire "What Americans Are Fighting For"; misplays on the part of the infielders cluded.
President
5r470113144.111kzine 5rood
comomies. She is a member of the Vice-President
Ralph Bean radio speaking, John Higgins of Ban- proved fatal to his efforts.
in retary; Margaret Stackpole, treasurer.
g
tr
receive
will
man
Each
Home Economics Club, and is a dean's Secretary
Charles Chapman, Jr.
Cheery Rooms from 51.75
his
before
sacker,
activity
of
third
types
Brackett,Bradbury,
four
the
Wildcat
HieCard,
preCshidicOntm;egNataerlyectEedliza0bliz
Clement
discussion,
Eddie
group
gor;
Lyndall Knapp, Jr.
5 minutes from
list student. She has been active in Treasurer
final
given
be
will
the
and
in
completed
is
course
injury
serious
BrounGeorge
eseaped
and
Lewiston
of
bert
R. R. station
Beta Theta Pi
the Maine Outing Club and has served
chasnecessary.
when
ohen,
MAINE
attention
BANGOR.
individual
werenightcap
Ansell,
the
"World
Isabel
vice president;
frame of
Everett Ingalls, Jr. tas of Bangor who spoke on
two years as president of Pi Beta Phi President
Frederick Jones Government"; interpretative reading. ing a foul fly under full steam, he Emphasis will be placed on the mili- tary; Virginia Libby, treasurer.
1st Vice-President
sorority.
Fred Rackliffe
2nd Vice-President
who spoke crashed into the third base bleach- tary aspect of all activities. For exPi Beta Phi chose constance Car- WI&
Clarke Wertheim Douglas Perry of Rockland
From the junior class: Mary Bill- Secretary
ers. Ile took the count momen- ample, in the aquatics program the ter,
president ; Arabelle Hodges, vice '
Leslie Brewer "A Nightmare at Noon."
t
ings majors in home economics, has Treasurer
left elementary breast and backstrokes will president; Virginia Clay, secretary; ,
Delta Tau Delta
The contest, attended by about 80 tarily, but then he came to and
ken on the dean's list, a member of
Ray Cook students, was under the direction of the game amid a big hand front the be stressed because of their proven Rebecca Bowden, treasurer.
President
the Sophomore Eagles, the YWCA, Vice-President
J. Leigh McC,obb
small erossil that had brined the value in escaping from disasters at
Phi Mu elected Marie Haines, presi- OUR—
beShe
WSGA.
the
of
and secretary
Sam Collins, Jr. Dr. Howard L. Runion, professor and
Cor. Sec.
exposure and hunger to see the sea. In the combative type of physical dent; Deborah Drinkwater, vice presispeech
of
department
the
of
head
acting
sorority.
TOILET GOODS
Davis
Clifford
Rec. Sec.
longs to Delta Delta Delta
training, the soldier will be taught how dent Julie Ledien, secretary; Emily
Henry Cole at the University. The judges in the finish.
DEPARTMENT
Olive Bradubry is a home economics Treasurer
feet, Littlefield, treasurer,
Kappa Sigma
finals were Prof. Mark Bailey, Mr. In closing we'll climb out on the to use his own weapons—hands,
student and member and former presi- President
John Creed, Jr.
'
Instruction
All the
head.
and
elbows,
knees,
Features
that
say
dent of Chi Omega sorority. Helen Vice-President
Ray Neal, Jr. Charles O'Connor, and Mr. John Rob- proverbial limb and venture to
in boxing, wresPopular Brands
Edward Sims erts. all members of the University the Bears will come out on top of two will also be offered
Clifford, a major in English, has been Secretary
Melvin Libby faculty.
counts—track and tennis—in Satur- tling, judo tricks, rough and tumble
active in women's athletics, vice presi- Treasurer
There is a new stock of
Lambda Chi Alpha
fighting, and the use of sabres.
festivities.
day's
for
dent of WAA, and president-elect
Percales and Broadcloths
James Haskell
President
recreation
pleasant
combining
By
William Bronsdon
next year. She has contributed to the Vice-President
35-390 yd. at
with skilled instruction, the Army
Eldon Luther
Campus and participated in women's Secretary
Hale
Frederick
Treasurer
expects to develop aggressive and wellPLUMBING & HEATING
forum and Contributors' Club. She
Phi Eta Kappa
Orono
coordinated fighters with a strong comMill St.
31-37 MILL ST. ORONO, MAINE
is a member of Chi Omega sorority. President
(Continued from Page Three)
John Whitten
•
petitive spirit.
Win field Allen
Priscilla Hopkins is a major in zo- Vice-President
have nearly all of that team available
Robert Graves
ology. She has been a cheer leader and Secretary
The MCA deputation team will pre- I
Paul Eastman
Treasurer
for the State Meet. Jerry Lewis, Neactive in dramatics. She has particiDr. Paul Sloate Miller, principal of gro hurdle, dash, and jumping ace, is, sent a panel discussion to the high
Phi Gamma Delta
TENNIS
pated in women's athletics, and this President
Garrett Speirs, Jr. Davey Junior High School in Fast
events, school group of Newport High School
Rackets all prices and
Phillip Miller Orange, N. J., will be a member of the expected to place in all these
year was named as a candidate for the Treasurer
anwas
it
afternoon,
Dolon is a particularly good dash man,' this Friday
Guy Bailey
makes
position of Honorary Lieutenant Rec. Sec.
Philip Cabot staff of the University summer session Captain Jim Bateman is sure to pick nounced today. The meeting will be
Cor. Sec.
Restringing
Colonel of the ROTC. Her sorority
for the twelfth consecutive year, it was up some points in the middle distances, similar to one given previously at
Phi Kappa Sigma
Balls and accessories
is Chi Omega. Joan Manwell majors President
Benjamin Hodges. Jr. announced here today by Dean Roy
and may garner some points in the MCI. Topic for discussion will be of
Russell Bodwell
in home economics and has been a Vice-President
the session. jumps. Robinson, recent winner of the nature of "The Part Christianity
Donald Mead M. Peterson, director of
member of the University Chorus. She Secretary
John Marriott
Treasurer
As in recent years Dr. Miller will the Portland Boys' Club baby mars- Must Play in Restoring World Order."
Bangor I;
25-27 Central St.
of
president
and
secretary
is also past
Phi Mu Delta
teach courses in Creative School Con- thon, and Wood, freshman pole vault•
memLeon White, Jr.
President
Off-Campus Women. She is a
Patronize Our Advertisers
\Villard Moulton trol and Visual Education. In addi- er, are also expected to aid the Colby
ber of Delta Delta Delta sorority. Vice-President
Ralph
Secretary
Hopkinson tion he will introduce a new course cause considerably.
Esther Randall, a major in home eco- Treasurer
Albert Murch called Curriculum Construction in SecThe javelin, hammer, and discus
MonsIsor Toeloral Referee Bonk
nomics, has been active in athletics,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
ondary schools.
events will take place Saturday mornWentworth Schofield
serving as secretary and vice president President
Students
M.
of
U.
Dr. Miller is a graduate of Gettys- ring, while the remainder of the meet
Ernest Hine
of the WAA. She is a dean's list stu- Vice-President
welcome to
John Suminsby burg college and Yale university and will be run off in the afternoon beginRec. Sec.
dent and a Sophomore Eagle.
Harold Avery, Jr. obtained his Ph.D. from New York
Cor. Sec.
expected,
are
records
ning at 1:30. No
Frances Sheehy is an English major, Treasurer
Robert Page
university. During the first World but every event will probably be close.
Sigma Chi
Tel. 470
dean's list student, and winner of a
Old Town
Red
American
he
the
with
War
served
Philip Sweetser
Hart Scholarship. She has been presi- President
Howard Barber, Jr. Cross. He has had a long and varied
Vice-President
Young men and women will
a'
Patronize Our Advertisers
dent of the Sophomore Eagles, trea- Secretary
Robert Patten career in the field of education as
always find this banking insurer, vice president, and president of Treasurer
George Lobozzo
teacher, assistant principal, principal.
Sigma Nu
stitution interested and helpthe Women's Student Government,
President
Earland Sleight and superintendent. He has taught at
ful in their business progress.
and secretary of her class. She has Vice-President
Malcolm Herrick the School of Education, New York
Responsibility is reflected by
participated in dramatics and radio Secretary
J. Gordon Webster
was
he
Walter Spearin University. From 1929-1940
work. She is a member of Alpha Treasurer
a checking account, which is
Specializing in Ladies'
principal of Eastern and Stockton
Tau Epsilon Phi
Omicron sorority.
also a factor in establishing
Gowns and Dresses
Allen Solomon schools in East Orange, N. J. Since
President
Ruth Troland is a n tjor in psy- Vice-President
Orono
Mill St.
credit and standing.
Irving Broder that time he has served as principal of
chology. She has been on the dean's Secretary
Bernard Romanow
ot.
Philip Russakoff the Vernon L. Davey High School in
list and is an Honors Course student. Treasurer
that city.
Meta Chi
She has been a member of the Sopho•
President
Richard Henderson
more Eagles society and the Maine Vice-President
John Tschamler
FREE ADVICE ON TIIE
At the meeting of the Home Ecoin
Masque, and has participated
Secretary
Russell Lyon nomics Club on April 22, the following
CORRECT COSMETIC
Charles Crocker
Women's athletics, being named to Treasurer
TO USE
officers were elected for the year
Men With EG Thirsts...
With twelv• Mitre. in
the All-Maine hockey team. She is
Consult Miss Smith
1943-44:
Eastern M•in•
president-elect of the YWCA and a
KANE'S CUT RATE
President, Margaret Brown; vice
Mrtober Federal Depo•St Insurance Corp.
member of the Campus staff. Her
Bangor
52 Main St.
president, Joan Kimball; secretar •
sorority is Alpha Omicron Pi.
•
. Betty Jenkins; social chairtreasurer.
man, Dorothy Currier.
,s':11
Ten fraternities will hold their annual spring house parties next weekUniversity of Maine graduates with
11.11.1, MARK MOTHER'S DAY CARDS
end. The following houses will have General Electric number 84, it was
(Consigned from Page Three)
Mother's Day, May 9th
*No matter how big...
though Bert Pratt and Mal Peckham formal or semi-formal dances Friday, announced recently by R. C. Muir,
Special birthday cards
don't let thirst slow you
will be out to repeat their last year's May 7: Phi Mu Delta semi-formal, G-E vice president and chairman of
down. "Fresh up" with a
DRUG STORE
performance by winning the doubles Theta Chi formal, Phi Eta Kappa the company's education committee.
chilled bottle of 7-Up on
ORONO
house party, Lambda Chi Alpha forcrown.
the job. Thirst stops ...
•
economics
majors
home
junior
Four
Kappa
mal,
Sigma
house
party,
Delta
DOWN
HASTINGS HANDS
Work goes!
The Maine net mentor also had a Tau Delta formal, Phi Kappa Sigma have been elected to membership in
honhome
Omicron
Nu, the
economics
great deal of praise for the fine play formal, and Phi Gamma Delta house
or society. The new members are
of Jim Hastings. Playing for the first party.
repriUnittitiOER CORSAGES FOR THE
Showing All New
On Saturday, May 8, Sigma Nu and Julia Robbins, Dolly Lamoreau, Joyce
time in intercollegiate competition, Jim
JUNIOR PROM AT
Iveney, and Mrs. Mary Fogler Claywon his match at Boston University SAE will hold formal dances.
Spring Merchandise
is
in
Nu
erie.
Omicron
Membership
for
Vic
the
dances
week-end
May
of
hands down.
Summing up the trip, the Maine 7 and are as follows: Friday night, based on scholarship and ability in
James Hastings, •ns I
Campus
U?,,
coach related that except for the Sigma Nu; Saturday night, Theta home economics.
wi.h...
few deficiencies shown by the lack of Chi, Phi Eta Kappa, Lambda Chi
Three pledge reports have been an
practice, the Maine team showed up as Alpha, and Sigma Chi.
nounced by Robert Worrick, secretary
equals to the big college teams.
For the girl you are leaving behind
Distinctive .11iparrl Shop
Among the freshman women elected of the Interfraternity Council: to
A DIAMOND RING
Mathetai last week was Jean- Lambda (:ht Alpha, Robert Ramsdell;
The University of Hawaii's paper, to
front
Thal 7883
12 Central St.
the Ka Leo 0 Hawaii, whii Ii auto- nette Morse 1 bromism. The Campus. to Sigma Chi.Vinsent Perry; to Tan
matically was discontinued after the mentions this in order that there may Epsilon Phi, Richard Giesberg. JoRWID send NOVES. Inc.
Bangor, Me.
bombing of Pearl Harbor, has resumed be no contusing this name with another ,seph Flanagan has dropped his pledge
25 I llllltotal
to Delta Tau Delta.
Miss Thompson, also a freshman.
publication. (ACP)

Six High Schools
Win Places In
Speech Contest

Fraternities
Elect Officers
For Coming Year

Bear Facts
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